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DELAYED-GAMMA SIGNATURE CALCULATION
FOR NEUTRON-INDUCED FISSION AND ACTIVATION USING MCNPX.
PART I: T HEORY.
by
Joe W. Durkee, Jr. ; Michael R. James; Gregg W. McKinney; Holly R. Trellue;
Laurie S. Waters; and William B. Wilson
Los Alamos National Laboratory
jdurkee@lanl.gov
505-665-0530
Fax: 505-665-2897
PO Box 1663, MS K575
Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

The capability to conduct au tomated radiation transport simulations of
delayed-gamma emission spectra at di screte (line) energies created by the
products f neutTon fi ssion and activation has been developed fo r
MCNPX. To do so, the CINDER'90 isotopic transmutation code has b en
merged into MCNPX to seamlessly supply time-d ependent, decay-chain
atom densities for 3400 nuclides. A new dataset containing ENDFIB-VI
emission probabili ty line data fo r 979 nuclides has been created for
MCNPX, with the bal ance of the 3400 nuclides treated using existing 25group emission spectra. Cumulative distribution sampling functions have
been developed to accommodate line and multigroup emission data.
Fission-prod uct sampli ng for fissi ons induced by sub-20-MeV neutrons
uses fi ssion-yield data for thermal (E < 1 eV), fission-spectrum (1 eV ::::: E
< 14 MeV), and high-energy (E

~

14 MeV) neutrons for isotopes of
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uranium, plutonium , thorium, americium, californ ium, curi um,
einsteinium, fe nn iurn , and neptunium. For higher-energy neutro ns,
LAHET, a physics package that is also a part of MCNPX, generates a list
of residual nuclides. In Part II, we present simu lation results fo r mod Is
based on experiments conducted by Fisher and Engle (1 964) and
Bedd ingfi eld and Cecil (1998) to validate the new capability. As w ill be
seen therein, the MCNPX results are in good agreement w ith the measured
data. Fi nall y, in Part III we augment the Monte Carlo presentation w ith a
transport-theory fo nnulation to provide a succinct encapsulation of the
relevant physics. The new MCNPX delayed-gamma development offe rs a
powerfu l new too l for fission-related signature recognition.

KEYWORDS : MCNPX ; CINDER'90; fission-prod uct; delayed-gamma; ac tivation; lines.

I.

INTRODUCTION.

The em ission of gamma rad iation due to the decay ofradioactive fi ssion products has
been of interest since the dawn of the nuclear age (Roberts et a1., 1939). O . R. Frisch and
co-workers conducted the earliest work invol ing enriched material using a pulsed fi ssion
source (the "drop" or "dragon" system) at Los Alamos Nationa l Laboratory (LANL) in
early 1945 to study delayed-neutron and gamma behavior (Fri sch, 1945; de Hoffinann et
aI. , 1948; Moon, 1945 ;+ Ma lenfant, 2005).

t

This reference includes one figme that presents integral delayed-gamma detector response fro m 18 to
1000 s for the Ch icago pile. However, no emission spectra were reported.
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Si nce that time, theoretical work has been done to characterize delayed-ganun a beh avior
(Way and Wigner, 1948; Griffin , 1964; Katakura and England, 199 1). Additional
experimentation has b en conducted to acquire and tabulate data, with the fi rst detailed
e xperimental study conducted by Maienschein et al. (1958) at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. Later, experimental work was conducted at LANL (Engle and Fisher, 1962;
Fisher and Engle, 1964; K eepin, 1965) and elsewhere (Battat et aI., 1968; Moore, 1969;
Erdtmann and Soyka, 1979; Jurney et a1., 1979).

More recently, advances in gamma-ray spectroscopy have yielded meas ured spectra with
energy resol ution that is sufficient to permit fi ssio n material and fi ssion-product
identification (at least for non-shielded applications). Experimental results obtained using
high-purity gem1anium (HPGe) detectors for gamma-ray signature recognition have been
reported for active-interrogation of 235 U and

239pU

by thermal neutrons (Bedd ingfield and

Ceci l, 1998 ; Tipnis et aI., 1998; Norman et aI., 2004).

Applications involving delayed-gamma behavior include health physics (Morgan and
Turner, 1973 ; Szasz, 1984; Goudsmit, 1988), material assay (Ho llas et aI., 1987; Pruet et
al., 2004; Norman et a1., 2004; Slaughter et aI., 2005), sensor protection (Sp letzer, 1992),
and fac ility design (Henderson, et aI., 1988; Liew and Ku, 1991; Guung et aI. , 2002) and
calibrati on (Ma et aI., 1996). High-altitude instrumentation design for environments
involving had ro nic interactions with rad ioisotope production and de layed-gamma
emission are also of interest (Weidenspointer et a!., 2005). The detection of nuclear
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weapons and special nuclear material by means of active interrogation is evoking great
interest (S icil iano et at., 2005).

Earlier Monte Carlo developmental work (Estes et al., 1988) done at LANL began to
addr ss the issue of au tomating the process of discrete-line gamma emission for arbitrary
configurations of radioactive materials. That effort was not intended to acco mmodate
fi ssion products per se. Moreover, it did not explicitly treat the temporal variation of
isotopic inventories, so the feature lacked a truly time-dependent capability.

Recent work has been repo rted (Pruet et ai. , 2004) regarding detailed deJayed-gammaemission Monte Carlo simulations. That work is reported to treat neutron-induced fission
using 1000 decay nuclides and 20000 discrete emission energies, but the authors
concluded that the complete M onte Carlo simulation of fi ssioning systems, including
nucli de production and decay and transport of their decay radiations, is not currently
direc tl y possible.

The MGGPOD code (Weidenspoitner et a!. , 2005) is a newly developed GEANT-based
simu lation package that includes the ORIH ET code as a means of calculating isotopic
chains . However, this package appears to be designed for applications other than
fissioning systems.

The SCALE 5.0 package (Klingensmith and Ga uld, 2005) has been released with
upgrades to its master photon li brary that include the treatment of2101 nucl ides and

4

115 000 di screte li nes for short- and long-live isotopes. Calculated and measured photonem ission spectra resulting from

235 U

irradiation in a thermal-neutron fl ux exhibit very

good agreement for post-fission times ranging from 2.7 to 995 0 s.

Here we gi ve a detailed accounting of up grades to LANL's MCNPX Monte Carlo
radiati on-transport code that enable th e automated calculation of time-dependent
emission and transport of gamma rays created as a result of neutron-induced fi ssion and
acti vation. Whereas earlier work treated gamma emission using multigroup data (Trellue
et at. 2005), the new upgrade accommodates emission via discrete lines. The upgrade
involves the li nkage ofMCNPX, CIND ER'90 (Wi lson et at., 1995), and the necessary
data fi les to streamline the calculation of time-dependent, fission-product nuclide
densities. The CINDER ' 90 data library has been upgraded to include ENDF/B-VI
gamm a-l ine emission spectra for 979 radionucl ides. The upgrade includes an interface
with the Los Alamos High-Energy Transport (LAHET) package to enab le th e treatment
of high-energy (>20-MeV) neutrons. A derivation of the delayed-gamma sampli ng
eq uations is presented, and a discussion of the MCNPX tr atment of coupled neu tronphoton transport, inclusive of prompt and delayed contributions, is incl uded . The
delayed-gamma up grades reported here began to appear in M Ci\rpX version 2. 5.0, and
continue with subsequent version as we ll as beta releases.
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2.

MCNPX, CINDER'90, AND LAHET CODE OVERVIEWS.

MCNPX is a LANL Mo nte Carlo (Pelowitz, 2008) radiation-transport code that has
capabil ities that include three-dimens ional (3D) geometry mode li ng, continuous- nergy
transpo rt, transport o f 34 different particle types, a variety o f source and tally optio ns,
interactive graphics, and support for a variety of sequential an d mu ltiprocess ing omp uter
platfo rms. MCNPX has several powerful variance-reduction techni ques that enh ance
com putati onal performance. MCNPX is written in F ortran 90, has been parallel ized, and
works on platforms including single-processor personal computers (PCs), Sun
workstations, Linux cl usters, and supercom puters.

MCNPX emits and transports " part icles" (rad iati on quanta) given a user-supplied model
(i nput deck) that contains specifications of the geo metry,* material, source, cross-section,
and particle type(s) to be tran ported. T hese data are used along with code-supplied data
to calculate inte gral quantities, refi rred to as cumulative d istribution functions ("CDFs"),
in energy, time, and direction. These distributions are sampled to emit particles.

Use o f the p ri o r versions of MCNPX for fission-p rod uct, delayed-gamma-line-em ission
calc ulations would be overwhel mingly complicated. The diffic ulty arises from the need
to specify ti me-dependent isotopic concentrations for each fissio n product and its
associated radioactive decay progeny and to treat the associated large numbers of
em ission lines. Consequently, the new upgrade has been designed to automate the

• MCNPX uses "cells" as the geometry buildi ng blocks. Each cell contains a spatially uniform material that
consists of one or more nuclides. T he notation used throughout this paper omits explicit cell-wise spatial
variation with the note that MCNPX accommodates source heterogeneity on a ceIlwise basis.
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treatment of th e isotopic concentrati ons and the emission lines given onl y user-spec ified
material compositions, the irradi ating source specifications, and the use of a si ngle flag in
the inpu t deck (to signal feature use). The new cap abili ty then automati cally calculates
and uses isotopic concentrations, decay constants, and li ne emission probabilities for each
radionuclide that is created by a fi ssion event to compute CDFs that are sampled fo r the
delayed-gamma quanti ty, energy, and emission time followi ng a fission event.

Neutron-induced fission creates a mass distribution of fission products that is aptl y
characterized by the familiar "double-hump" profile (Keepin, 1965, pp. 21-27; Lamarsh,
1972 ; Henry, 1975). This profile varies in its shape, depending on the fissi on ing nu cleus,
incident particle type, and the energy of the incident particle. Many of these fi ssion
products are unstable and decay by beta emission- frequently with the emission of
neutrons and photons.

In MCNPX, fission-product determination is based on the fissioning species, as well as
on the type and energy of the source parti cle that induces fis sion. For neutrons wi th
energies up to 20 MeV, the classical fission-product yield curve data are random ly
sampled. Fission-yield sets are available (England and Rider, 1994) fo r a variety of
nuclides and evalu ations made using thermal (E

~

1 eV), fission-spe ctrum (fast; 1 eV <

E < 14 MeV), and high-energy (214 MeV) neutron spectra. Functionally, this
det l1Tlinatian process occurs in the new "interface" routine

CINDER_INTERFACE_DELAYEDNG ("CID"), which links MCNPX to
C fNDER' 90 (see Fig. la in the Appendix). The data file cinder.dat contains 132 5 fis sion-
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yi eld sets. The identity of the first fission product is determined in CID by sampl ing the
appropri ate yield curve. The prospective second fission product is determined by m ass
cons rvation. T he prospective second fission prod uct is used if data exists in cindcr.d at;
otherwise, a "nearest-neighbor" search is made in atomic mass ("A") until a second
fis sion product for whi ch cinder.d at data exists is found.

For neutrons with energies above 20 MeV, or for photons with energies su ffic ient to
induce photo fi ssion, the LAHET package, which was integrated into MCNPX in an
earl ier effort (W ilson et al. , 1993; Waters , 1999), detennines the reaction byproducts, or
"residual nucl ides." This list is forwarded to CID, with the nucli des used in the call to
CINDER' 90 for the calculation of their associated decay- product data.

Once each fis sion product or residual nuclide is determi ned , its identity is sent from CID
to CINDER' 90 (Wilson et al. , 1995). CINDER'90 then generates the decay data for all of
the rad ionuclides in the decay chain for a fi ssion product. CINDER ' 90 is a nuclear
transmutation code that calcu lates isotopic inventories in spatially ho mogeneous re gions
created by neutron transmutation and radioactive decay. Because the type and number of
source and loss paths can vary from nu clide to nuclide, the correspondi ng differe ntial
equati ons can d iffer in structure, making a general solution di fficu lt to obtain .
CINDER'90 sol ves these equatio ns using a decomposition schem e (England et aI., 1976) ,
wherein "p art ial" concentratio ns involve only a single-source teml , but all loss
mechanisms. The parti al-concentratio n equations are descri bed by a single set of coupled
differenti al equations where the uniform structure allows for a singl e analytic so lution
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(assum ing constant-flux conditions during a time increment). Once the partial
concentratio ns are calculated, the total isotopic concentrations can be readily calculated.

Earl ier CINDER versions required the a priori stipulation of all nucli des and
transmutatio n pathways of interest. T his information was incorporated into a set of chains
tailored to speci fi c app lications (Wilson et aI., 199 5). CINDER ' 90 imposes no such
constraint. Instead, CINDER' 90 foll ows all paths associated with a nucl ide unti l
significance tests have failed. CINDER' 90 accom modates 3400 nuclides with atomic
numbers (Z) ranging from 1 to 103.

Ori ginally written as a standalone code, CINDER '90 has been integrated into MCNPX to
prov ide seam less simulation capability tor delayed-gamma emission calcu lations. The
delayed-gamma upgrades have been written so that a user can supply a conventional
MCNPX input fi le for execution. There is no need to either include complicated somcecard information (as was the case with Estes et a1., 1988) or deal with stand ard interface
files and execution scripts.

Section 5 contai ns a description of MCNPX de layed-gamma sampling theory. Before
considering th is theory, the delayed-gamma data are discussed in the following section.

3.

MCNPX DELAYED-GAMMA DATA.

The MCNPX delayed-gamma emission-spectra data consist of two structures: multi group
and line. All data are ENDF/B-VI based.
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The multigroup library is the most comprehensive dataset. These emission data are
available in a 25-group fo rmat for 3400 radionuclides, and the data reside in fil e
cindeLdat (distri buted with MCNPX).

Line data have been obtained from the LANL Nuclear Information Service (located at
http ://t2.lanl.gov/dataJdata.html); these data have been extracted fro m the ENDFIB-VI
evaluation . Radioactive-decay data for 979 radionuclides have been aggregated into the
fi le ci ndergl.dat. These data include lower-energy photons, referred to as x-rays in these
fil es . Thro ughout this paper, the term "photon" is used interchangeably to connote
gamma and x- ray, and the use of "gamma" is meant to include x-ray.

The spectral-emission line data com prise discrete lines and "contin uous" formats. For
some radionuC\ides, all data are discrete; for others, it is continuous, and for the
remai nder, it is a combination of both discrete and continuous formats. Tab le 1 de lineates
the data composition.

The gamma-emission data reflect augmentation of measured ENDF/B- V data by
calculated spectra (K atakura and England, 1991). The augmentation effort was conducted
because it was recognized that reported measured emission data lacked a significant
contribution of all gamma rays emitted by fission products. In particular, it was no ted that
the measured decay heat values exceeded calculated estimates. The disagreement was
am liorated by augmenting the measured data with calculated spectTa based on
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th oretical models fo r all o f the ENDFIB- V nuclides decaying by beta emission . The
continuous data app ear in the data files in the form of differenti al emission values w ith a
10-keV bin structure.

Table t. Line-data composition for 979-radionuclide
delayed-gamma dataset

Composition by Data Component
Data component

Quantity

Total

282,035

Discrete

24,199

Continuous

257,836

F il e size (lines)

747,730

Composition by Nuclide
Data component

Nuclides

Quantity

D iscrete only

526

19,82 1

(54%)
Continuous only

292

214,29 3

(30%)
Discrete and

161

47,921 total

continuous mix

(16%)

4378 D, 67742 C a

aD and C connote discrete and continuous data types.
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The M CNPX delayed-gamma upgrades have been developed based in part on the
following considerations. First, the ability is retain ed to execute calculations us ing
ex clusively multigroup emission data. This ability permits comparison to line-data
results, and is faster when lower-fidelity results are desired. Second, because the line data
are available fo r a subset of the multigroup data, the up grades for line-emission execution
have had to acco mmodate a mixture of line and multigroup data. Line-emission execution
is done by usi ng li ne data for nucli des having such data and using multi group data for the
remai nder of the radionuclides.

This comp licated assortment of data has caused corresponding complexity in the
development of sampling distributions and computer code. The sampling distri bution
development is discussed in Section 4.

4.

THEORY OF MCNPX DELAYED-GAMMA EMISSION SAMPLING.

T he creation of del ayed gammas in MCNPX is done by randomly sampl ing probabil ity
distrib utions to determine their emission energy, time (delay time following fis sion), and
direction . CUiTently, isotropic directional sampling is used. As such, the fo llow in g
deve lopment pertains to the energy- and time-dependent sampling schemes.

The development-including input processing, sampling-distribution theory, and
codi ng-is compl icated in MCNPX by virtue of the nature of the de layed-gamma
emission data. In particul ar, CINDER'90 treats 3400 rad ionuclides for multigroup
emissio n, whereas the LANL Nuclear Physics group (T- 16) has line data available fi r
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only 979 radio nuclides. Consequently, the development and coding must accommodate
probability distri butions for this mixture of multi group and line data.

This section presents the details of the theory and code development. A derivation of the
mulri group sampling used in MCNPX has not be rep orted heretofore, so it is included
below, alo ng with development for line sampling.

As a preface, a brief review of relevant basic statisti cal principles regarding random
numb er generation from probabil ity distrib utions (Bevington and Robinson, 1992) is
given.

4.1.

Statistical distribution sampling theory.

Let per) denote random numbers drawn from a probability density distribution that is
unifonn between r

(

= 0 and

r

=1

so that

p r ) ~ 0 otherw ise .
~{l for Osr<l }

(1)

T his di stribution is nonnalized so that

(2)
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Now suppose that random numbers are requ ired from another dis tribution P( x). The
followi ng steps show how to obtain a random number from P(x ) in terms of a random
number draw n from p(r). The principle of conservation of probability requi res that

1p(r)dr 1=1 P( x)dx I·

(3)

Therefore

(4)

from which the follo wing general result is obtained:

(5)

r= [ P(x)dX.

The integral is the CDF. Thus, given a random number r from a uniform distrib ution, the
value of x that satisfi es the integral in Eq. (5) is the value x th at is randomly selected fro m
the probab ility distributio n P(x).

Sampling the CDF, or generating the random variable x given r, is done using the inverse
transform method. If P( x) is analytical, in some instances the integral can be evaluated
and the resulting expressio n inverted so that a so lution for x in terms of a giv n r can be
obtained in closed form . Tn other instances- such as delayed-gamma emission in
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MCNPX- the di stlibution P(x) is either piecewise continuous or discrete, depending on
whether the delayed-gamma emission data are given as multigroup or discrete lines. To
treat a discrete distribution, the integral in Eq. (5) is replaced by the sum (Bevington and
R obinson, 1992)

x

r=

I p(y:),

(6)

where the variables are now discrete. Eq. (6) is then solved for x using a table-lookup
scheme.

The following sections describe how Eq. (6) is evaluated in MCNPX for a given r so that
x may be determi ned when P( x) conesponds to energy or time CDFs for delayed-

gamm a emISSion.

4.2.

Multieroup sampling.

In the following two subsections, the source and CDF for multigroup sampli ng are
developed. The su perscript "M" signifies "multigroup."

4.2.]. Source formulation.

The time- and energy-dep ndent delayed-gamma source calculated by MCNPX mimics
n ature. That is, the so urce of delayed gammas is simulated on a fission-event basis. The
delayed-gamma source for each fi ssion event is created by the decay of all fis si on
products and their associated daughter products (Way and Wigner, 1948' Fisher and
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Engle, 1964 ; G riffin, 1964). For each nuclide, the source is the product of the number of
atoms of the nuclide, the probabi lity that each atom will decay, and the probabili ty that a
decay will produce a photon of a given energy. The source contribution for the it
fi ssion -product of interest, FPi, and its decay products- a to tal of N, nuclides for each
i- can be written as

st; ( E , ! )

=

N':I1(t))Oil1pi~ (E) (gammas/fission-s-MeV),

(7)

w here s;'~( E,t) is the energy- and time-dependent number of delayed particles produced

by nuclide n in the decay-chain associated with the /h fission pro duct. In MCNPX,

i = 1, 2 for fission indu ced by sub-20-M eV neutrons and i = 1, . . . I for fiss ion induced via
the high-energy LABET pathway. Addi tionally, N,Jt ) is the ti me-dependent nuclide
atom densi ty for the

nth

(atoms/fission),

is decay constant for FP j and nuclide n (decay/atom-s), and

)0,"

radioactive decay species associated with the

/h

fi ssion product

PI:~ ( E ) is the delayed-ganuna production probability at energy E for FP j and nucl ide n

(gammas/MeV-decay). Equation (7) conesponds to line 5, teno 1 in Eg . (2) of Part Ill.
The isotopic index " i:p" subscripting notation used in Eqs. (1)-(4) of Part III is altered to

"i:n" in Eq. (7) (and in the foll owing equations) to accentuate the association between the
ith fi ssion product and its decay progeny nuclides for neutron-induced fis sion (similar
comm ents appl y for the pho tofission-induced de layed tenos given in Eqs.( 1}-( 4) of Part
III) .
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Integration of the radionuc1ide-dependent delayed-gamma source, Eq. (7), over a ll energy
and time gives the total number of delayed gammas emitted per fission for FP i and each
of its progeny n as

st: ==

rr

si~ (E,t)dEdt (gammas/fission).

(8)

I f this ex pr ss ion is summed over all n, the total source of delayed gammas for each Pi

chain is obtained as

iV,

S;II ==

I

I/ ~ I

rr

S,~ (E, t )dE dt (gammas/fission).

(9)

Summing this expression over all fissi on products then gives the total number o f del ayed
paltic les due to emission over all ti me and energy due to all fi ssion products and all of
their progeny as

SM =

I I [ [ s;\':'(E,/ )dEdt(gammas/fission).
/

V

j!=. \

n= !

(L O)

The e pression for SM is not avai lable in analytic form because of the complexity of

N in (t) that is embedded in Si~ (E, t). Thus, the integral expressions in Eqs. (8)- (10)
must be evaluated approxim ately. To do so, E q. (8) is wri tten in the approximate fin ite-

limit form
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s:~ (E,t)dEdl (gammas/fission).
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(11 )

k-I

The average val ue of s,~ (E, t) for each time bin) and energy group k is

t,J;',s~(E, t)dEdt

-AI

S ijk ./1

rt

=

H

[,-,

(gammas/fission-s-MeV).

(12)

dEdI

Inserting Eq. (7) into Eq. ( 12) gives

-S i:j.k
,\/ ,1/ -_ l:vV i:j,,,/l..i:nPik.n
1
-M (
'
M e V) ,
gammas/fi1SS10n-s-

(13 )

where

' N . (lJ'dt

N .

(: ) ,11

= f',-I

/ .11

(atoms/ fission) ,

b.l .

( 14)

.I

f.,.tj = ['

dl (S),

(15 )

1 I

J:~, P,:~ (E)dE

-M

Pik.11

=

M

(gammas/MeV-decay),

k

and

12
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Here, fo r FPj and each of its decay products n, S,~,k>11 is the average number of del ayed
particles for time-bin) and energy-bin k,
(atom /fi ssion),

Ai:n

Ni ),11

is the time-bin average ato m density

is the decay constant, and pi~," is the energy-bi n average delayed-

ganm1a production probability (gammas/MeV -decay),

The j5:~:'11 are valuated as follows, The multigroLlp emission-data stmcture means that
the data are confined to a series of bins Ek-J < E

~

Ek ,k

=1, 2, .. " K

, Thus, the emission

function may be characterized in a piecewise m anner in terms of H e avis ide functions .
Thus,

K

p;'v:CE ) = "I H I( E-Ek_I)H2(Ek -E) p,c" (E) (gammas/MeV-decay),

(18)

k=1

where p,~, (£) is a general emission func tion for the radionuclldes and the Heaviside
support is

H (E _ E )=
I

k -I

{o1 for
fo r E < E'_I }
E ~ E' _I

( 19)

H (E _E)={O forE, <E}
2

k

1 for E,?:. E
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The integrated resu lt

is obtained, where

E,_, <E~Ek
PlkM ,n (E)= {Pi~(E),
0, otherWIse

}

(gammas/MeV-decay).

(21 )

The final result in Eq. (20) stems from the fac t that the emission fun ction for the
mu ltigroup data is constant within each bin k. Thus, Eq. ( 16) becomes

E,
-M

P

i:k ,II

=

1::,'

I

p;~ (E ) dE = p;~:. ,"M
I:!.Ek

I:!.Ek

k

=

M

p.

(

i:k.11

1M V d
)
gammas e - ecay
,

(22)

whi ch is simply a statement that the average value of the emission probability in bin k is
just the constant value in that bin.

Nex t, Eq . (13) is used as a means of ob taining an appro ximation to Eq. (1l ). Using Eqs.
( 16), ( 17), and (13), Eq. (12) may be rewritten as
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a un 0 J!OJOl

"
(E ) dEd
t
f. lE,IE, Si:n,t
M

i

;-1

=

-M

A

A L'

Sij,k ,,,utjD.L k

(gammas/fission) .

« -I

(23)

-- (Ni :J.n Ai :I1Pi:k
- M ).6 A r:
.n
t jU£ k

The ti me-av raged concentration Nil." in time bin .6tj can be approxi mated as fo llows.
CINDER ' 90 calculates the analytic values of the atom densi ties N 1:/.. 1, for each FP j and all
o f its daughter prod ucts n at the endpoints of each time bi n t j _ 1 < t S; t j using its chain
information and algorithms. Calculation of the exact time-averaged concentrat ion N, j ."

for t j _ 1 < t S; tj would require a detailed assessment of Ni:,,(t) . Although CINDER'90
solves the chains analytically to provide concentrations at each bin boundary, the exact
averag value for each bi n is not readily avai lable. Instead, we use a trapezoidal ru le
approximation so that

N.

=

'j.n

t

N in(t)dt

f

I

~

dt

t

(N/ l

- I •II

+ mij,,,t)dt = N/ j _I + N ij .
,1I

,1

2

.6tj

(atoms/fi ss ),

(24)

wher

m·
I:j,n

_

N 1:.1,. 11 -Nt :j '- I .N

(gammas/fission-s ).

Us ing Eqs. (23) and (24), Eq. (11) becomes
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J

K

J

K

= "\'
'" - AI At AE = '"
'" (H"j,,,A,:nPi:k,1I
h"r
1
-/vi ) At A £
S··\I
m
L L Si:j.k,r/j jO k
L.. L
° jO k
) =1 k =1

j=1 k =1

=~
~ {[(Ni:)_I'/l +Ni:J'n)]A
L..L
2

) =1 k=1

-M

1:11 PI:k,n

}~t.M
I

.

(26)

(gammas/fiss ion).

k

Now let

- ,\ I
P
- i:I:,/I

.~I
A L' (
)
= P-ik,nU£k
gatrunas / d
ecay.

(27)

The ~:~~/I are the emiss ion-probabili ty data contained in the CINDER '90 data fi le
(cinder.dat) . Computationall y, CINDER ' 90 is called for each FPi, and the data IV . and
1.-,, 11

A ar returned. CINDER '90 sets N n,). to unity for each FPi at j
/.11

= 0 (and decays the FPi

to each)) and calcul ates the decay-product concentrations for each time tj relative to this
normal izati on. Then, us ing N i ),I1' Ai,,' and ~':/I' the multigroup de layed source is
constructed for each radionuclide.

Using Eq. (27) , Eq . (26) becomes

J

K

)~I

k~1

S:\~K/I = LL Nij'l1~tjAi/l.F:j~~n (gammas/fission).

Then the summand in Eq. (28) is
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H

5;!

(

-

II
" I.I,k,1l -

N LJ-. I + N.
,11

2

[

I:j,n

)l'1t J
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(29)

(gammas/fissIOn).

}olnP'k,n

T he source of delayed gammas emanating from the decay of a fission prod uct and all o f
its radioactive daughters to time

is obtai ned by summing

tJ

S IA;,k,n

over all energies k and

nuclides n to j == JS :s; J as

('A. of

l ), .I.\,K

==

" 'SM
JS

K

tV,

~~~

JS

Ij,k,1)

K

[(N .

N,

== '~~~
"

i=1 k = l n= 1

N.

+

Lj-l.n

I:j,n

)l'1t
j

1-

2

i = 1 k =1 11 = 1

gammas Ie:'
11ssIOn )

(30)

/fi')
gammas 1SS10n.

(3 1)

1
pM (
/lin I k ,n

which may be rewritten as

KN

JS l'1t .

_

S·'>'
. == "
' _ I '~( N.
+N.
);Lr.n pl:k,rI
M
~ I..J.\,K
~ 2 ~L
'"j-I,n
1:./,11
I~I

k = 1 n=1

"'-j

,-j"''''
+ , _J"
f=:

1'11 . K N,
_ ,
JS I'1t.
"
N
.
A
rv/
+
L.. 2 ~~ Lj-I,n I.n Lk,n ~ 2
JS

==

I ~l

i =1

k= 1 11=1

I'1t .
: : "'f:; _j
"'''' S:H
2 '2:::
JS

K

N,

_

Irl,k,1l

M -TI

== SU S,K +

JS

I'1t .

K

N,

2 ~'f::

K

NI

_

N I.J,n X
~L..

1.11

k=1 n= 1

rH

I.k,n (

_

SM

Lj,k,1I

S·H-T2
i:JS,K

T he total delayed-gamma source for a fission event is obtained by adding the
c ntributions fro m each rad ionuclide created by a fis sion event. This source incl ud es
each fis sion product and each of the radioactive decay products associated with each
fi ssion product . Thus, the S:~S,K are summed over all I as
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S~~,K

=

L S/~S,K (gammas/fission),

~32)

1=1

where J is two for bi nary fission, or the number of residual nuclides from LAHET.

When

S ;; ,K

is evaluated for i s

= i,

the to tal number of delayed particles emitted for all

ti me, S~~K ' or "SM ," is obtained as

Sll == S~~K (gammas/fission).

(33)

Eq uation (3 3) is Eq . (10) written in the form used in CID. This quantity is the total
numb r of de layed particles emitted for a fi ssion event. SM is the factor used to
normali ze the emission distribution function in preparation for sampling.

An en rgy-dependent sam pli ng distribution is still needed. If the sum in q. (30) is
rearranged so that the outer sum involves the energy-bin index k, the sum in k is taken to

KS

~

K and. the slim in the time bin j is evaluated to JS < i, then

KS
S\j
,"./S,I:'"

JS fj.t.

N,

"'C NI:)-I,n + J~I:),n )X pM
I:k,n

= '~~
" "'_I
2 ~
k ; 1 j =1

KS JS fj.t

=

,v,

KS JS fj.{

,v,

k = 1 j=1

n=1

L L -t L Ni';-[I1Ai."P;~:n + L L -t L Nij'I1Ainp;~fll
k = 1 )=1

KS

=

t:i1

11 = 1

JS fj.t.

n=1

_

KS

JS fj.t.

_

I I-J
St;-I,k + I I -J S:~,k
2
2
k=1 )=1

k=1 )=1
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In MCNPX, the FP j is de termined in CID for each product created by a fissi on event (as
discussed in Section 2, th is number is either two for binary fi ssion or the number o[
resid ual nuclides passed by LAHET). CID then calls cid_sampf1, wherei n the S':~~S,KS ar
calcu lated for each FP, and, as Eq , (34) indi cates, all of the decay products Ni associated
w ith the FP as well as for each (integrated) delay time (index) JS and emission energy
"
(i ndex) KS. F urther discussion regarding the computational impl icati ons o f the S;\~SKS is
presented in Sectio n 4.5, As is seen in the following section, S;~KS - i. e., S:~S,KS summed
over all i- are used to form the delayed-gamma cumulative distribution function for a
fiss IOn event.

4.2.2. Multigroup emission-energy sampling.

Sampl ing distributions may now be obtained. First, Eq. (7) is di vided by S+t to give the
delayed- gamma emission probability for FP j and its associated n radioactive decay
daughters Xi'~ ( E, t ) as

\/ (E t)

%'.11'

= s;'~ (E,t) (/MeV-s).

(35)

SM

Summation over all i and n gives the total delayed-gamma emission prob abili ty as a
functi on of time and energy as
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Nft @'!' J50!

(36)

For the purposes o fnormaJization, with Eq. (8),

rr

% \1

(E ,t)dEdt

=

r

/

N

r L 2:x;~:' (E,t)dEdt
i=1 " =1

(3 7)

If the integrals in Eq. (37) are term inated at fi nite limits, then

::.14 . = rJ r' ~ ~
) , 1<.

JJ .b

M

~~ X/ "
i =1

(E ,t)dEdt = fJ r'K

~ ~ Si~ (E ,t) dEdt

11 J) ~
~
;:;;;:t

n~l

SM

H; J

(38)

By Eq. (23), this equation reduces to

(39)

T he sum m and of Eq . (39) may be written as

(40)

Inserting Eq. (13) into Eq. (39) and using Eqs. (24) and (27) give
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1

I
N, J
K
=_ ~~~~

S Al

~~~~

[eN

111,)-1

+

N

2

ill,)

)!J.t)

6J~

J/t. . .p M
1:11

(4 1)

t:k,n

i = 1 n= 1 ) = 1 k ==1

By Eq . (29), the summand in Eq. (41) is

(42)

A this point, the derivation contained in Eqs .(30)-(34) m ay be used to obtain

"5. M . ~
.! , .J...,\

1

KS

I

/).t

N;

1.)-l,n

k=1 ;=1

-;::;M
~J.KS

J

=_
" " ,,_} " (N
S l./ ~ ~ L 2 ~
j~1

+N

)X p:vl
1:/,fI

1.11

I:k,n

=

SM
J,KS.
S/vl

(43 )

11=1

is the cum ulative distribution fUllction that is used to sam ple de layed-gamma

emission as a function of energy. This CDF is fo rmed by incl udi ng the gamma rays
emitted by each FP j and each of its Ni associated radioactive decay products. The n tation

~7 KS si gnifies summation (i. e., integration) over energy (versus ~~,k , w hich is the klh
term) . Also, ~~ K = 1, i.e., the integrated CDF is unity due to its normalization. Eq uation
(43) is the equivalent of the general statistical result ofEq. (5), If the upper time and
energy limi ts were infin ity, then the result would include the entire delayed source.
However, in practicl;;, these limits are finite. Therefore, a portion of the total del ayed
source will be omitted.
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To understand the computational evaluation of Eq . (43), the discussion in Secti on 4.5.2
indicates that if a rand om number re is selected by the toss of a unifo m1 random number
generator of the fo rm ofEq. (1), then the sum

~ /v!

rII -- ~
. . . q.KS

(44)

can be evaluated for q terms until the indices q

= I and

q

= h are identifi ed so that

=;~fKS <~! < =~KS and, as a result of the use of known energies Ek to calculate the = ~~KS '

the Ed! and Ed" . Because the treatment is discretized, the precise value Ee corresponding
to re will not usually be found. To accommodate this imprecision, the emission energy

Ee is random ly estimated on the interval Ed! < Ee < Edh . Thus, the mUltigroup delayedgam ma emi ssion energy is random within an energy bin.

4.2.3. Multigroup emission-time sampling.

If the sums involving energy and time contained in Eq. (43) are do ne so that the nergy
sum extends over all energies and the time sum is extended to each ti me-bi n limit, then a
CDF in time is obtained as

='/

.J.\,K

1
S.Ar

:= -

K

!

"''''

"'-j "'(N
1S

~~~
k; 1

I~I

)=1

I':.t

2

N,

~

I:)-I,n

+ N.
)}cI:n pvI
I:),n
I:k,n

n= 1
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The numerator is reco gnized as the aggregate number of particles emitted to the end o f
time-bin).

From Eq .(43), we know only that emission has been done by random sampl ing withi n an
energy bin. T he identity o f the emitting nuclide cannot be detemlined . T hus, time-based
missio n is done using the aggregate decay characteristics of the fission or res idual event
rather the emitting nuclide .

4.3.

Line sampling.

The derivations in the following two subsections address the treatment of line delayedgamma source data. The superscri pt "L" is used to comlote line data.

4.3.1. Source formulation.

T h time- and energy-dependent source of delayed particl es is created by the decay of all
fission produc ts and their daughter products. The source contribution for the Ith fissi onproduct of interest, FP7' and its decay products for each

I - NT

total nuclides--can be

written as

(46)

where sin (E , t) is the energy- and time-dependent number of del ayed particles produced
by nuclide ii, N ,n (t) is the time-dependent nuclide atom density for the iith radioactive
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decay spec ies associated wi th the

Tlh

fission product (atoms/fiss),

JL;'n

~

is decay constant

for FP, and nucl ide Ii (decay/atom-s), and pi\ (E ) is the delayed-gamma production
probability at energy E for FP, and nuclide Ii (gammas/MeV-decay).

Integratio n of Eg. (46) over all energy and ti me gives the total number of delayed
gammas mitted per fission for Tand Ii due to line emission as

St.,1L =

rr

(47)

E ,t)dEdt (gammas/fission).
s7nC
L

The line data are represented as a series of values at discrete energies. T hus, the line
sources are conveniently represented llsing Kronecker de lta fun ctions so that

I?

pt,,(E) = l>5 (Ek ) p?nCE) (gammas/M eV -decay),

(48)

k~1

where the Kronecker delta is

8 = {O for E ;t:E, }
i

(49)

1 for E=E, '

P?n (E) is the general nuclide emission function, and

k

is the total num ber of lines. As

was discussed in Section 3, the cindergl.dat data also include so-called contin uous
contributio n for many nuclides. The continuous data are differential data; thus, they are
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integrated (over their lO- keV bin structure) before being incl uded for use in addit ion to
the discrete-emission data.

Inserti ng Eq. (48) into Eq. (46) and inserting the result into Eq. (47) gives, after
integrating over energy,

r
rLN,,, (t)~/ipfk",dt
K

SoLo
f:n

=

N, -(t);l,I:n- ""p~
- dt
~ i:kJi
1:11

_

h I

(gammas/fission),

K

=

(50)

k- I

where
L.
Pi:k,il

= p~'

i ;,-/

(Ek
-) '

(51 )

Use of the results ofEqs. (14) and (15) with line-emission subscripts gives

J

S/"J.K,/I

=

K

I L iY'j,iif..tj~/Ptk", (gammas/fiss ion).
j~1

".1

Equation (52) closely resembles the multigroup-data result ofEg. (28), with the
d ifference stemm ing fro m the summation for bins and lines, respectively.

Following the development in Eg. (24), the summand in Eq. (52) can be rewritten as
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(52)

,

PWE

.

-I!l'z

@lift

0' -6S\1T

L
'
S,L:.r,I{,1l
. ,- - = [(N/J_I,fI+NiJ,,,)6.tj]
}v,,-P'k- _ (gammas/fiss IOn),
2
I.n
I:

(53)

,II

J

which i the dela yed-gamma source for each rad io nucIide during ti me bin). T he sum of

k, and

S:"jkJI o ver all},

JS

, /.

S ; jS.K

K NT

ii is

JS

K Ni

= ~t;~ STj,k." = ~t;~
L

[(N. -+ N, ... ) 6./ .]
I.J-I,,,

I.J,11

J

2

L

.

A",P,'k," (gammas/fi sslOn),(54)

whi ch may be rewritten as

,_J"" (N,
,_J , "
IS

6.t .

S!I JS
K' =
:,
~

2

J~I

JS

=

!~;

f(

~L ,
k~l

6.t. KilT

L
? ~ L...
j ~1
k~1 ,, ~I
JS

1)-

I'

,n

+

N,.) k 'P;"
I:J,n

I:n

l:k,1I

;;~ I

6.t _ R

Ivi

N, . . k.p'; .. +
I_J-I.n

"k,n

I."

JS

6.t. K iii

L;=1 2 ~
L...
k~1 n ~1

6.t. K H!

JS

_

,_J , "

N, .k.p~ ..
"J,11

1.1/

I:k,1/ (

i ' ) (55)
gammas IiISSlOn,

~

=,_J " "S,L __ +'_J"S,L._

7:t

T he

S/JS,i(

2 f:i~

IJ-I,k.II

f;

may be summed over alI

I

2

'Bf;

"J,k."

as

j

S~S,K

=

(5 6)

I SLs,K (gammas/fission),
;~ I

wher I is two for fission and is the number of residual nucl ides for high-energy
(LAHET) interactions.

S';s

represents the total number of de Jayed particles em itted by all
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radionuc lides by the end of time bin). When evaluated for ) = J, SLJ.K- , or" SL ," is the
to tal number o f delayed particles emitted in the form of lines for all time, as

SL == S~_K (gamm as/fission).

(57)

SL is the factor us ed to normalize the line-emission distribution function in preparation
for sampling.

Rearranging the sum in Eq. (5 4) forms the energy-dependent portion of the samp ling
distributi n. The ollter sum thus involves the energy-b in index

k, and the sum in the

time-bin ) is evaluated to JS < J so that

L

Sr Js.Ks =

~~ !1tl ~
~ L.

2

k=1 1=1

KS

JS

,i=1

!--'t.

N!

= ~~ -j"
t:~ 2 ~
KS

IS

L

L. (N!)_I,n + N,),n )}'7"P,k i.n

!--'t. _

..

1

KS

JS

!--'t. ,v!

_.?v._P~: _ + ~, -j ~ N •. j",-p~- _ (gam mas/fi ssion).(58)

'J-.n

KS

I.n

JS

I.k.1i

f::~

2

f:t

Ij.n

1.1i

I.k,n

/)"t. _

= " ~-) S.. ,:+'~-) S .. ~ L. 2
Ij-I..
~ L. 2
Ij,k
k=1 )=1

k ", 1 1=1

If S.LI is su mmed o ver all FP~I , then the total number of de layed gammas per fission

SL emitted over all energies, times, and radioactive products is obtained. In a m anner
parallelin g that for multigroup treatment, Sj,i(S wi ll be used to form the delayed-gamma
cu mul ativ distri buti on function for line-data radionuclides .

4.3.2. Line emission-energy sampling.
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The line-em iss ion sampling distributions may now be obtained. First, Eg . (46) is divided
by SL to give the delayed- gamma emission probability for FPj and its associated
rad ioacti ve decay daughters, X,D,,-L (E,t) , as

, ,L -CE ' t)

X,I/

=

s~-CE,t)

S ummation over all

,:/1

I

SL

(/MeV-s).

(59)

and it gives the total delayed-gamma emission probabil ity as a

func ti on of tim e and energy as

(60)

which, when integrated over all time and energy, yields a result of unity. Then, follow ing
the delivation used for multigroup data,

iv,
=_"""_J
f:j
2;;;
1 KS i

:=;L _

J,KS

SL ~

J

~

/j.{.

SL

_

"CN,. _+N,_)k_p_L_ =~
"J-i,n

'J,n

,1/

ik,ii

SL

(61 )

is obtained . :=;~.KS is the delayed-gamma cumul ative distribution function that is used to
sample delayed -gamma line emission as a function of energy.

4.3.3. Emission-time sampling.
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For line-based emission, the identity of the emitting nuclide is known. Th us, ti me-based
emission is done based on the emission probability for the emitting nuclide. In g n ral,
the em ission probabili ty for a line-emitting nuclide with atom density N,n (t) is given by
(62)
where

e,,; is a normalization constant for the time CDF and r is a pseudo -random number

on the interval [0,1].

For a principal fission product or residuaV the time emission can be expressed
analytically. The time-dependent atom densi ty is simply exponential in behavior and

c _== Ik _w ith n:= 1 and
I:n

1,11

I == lor 2, depending on whether the fissi on product is the fi st or

second samp le. In this case, sampling for the emission ti me is gi ven by (Bevington and
Robinson, 1992, pp 90-91 )
T

= -log(r) /

A;-J .

(63)

This expression gives the precise emission time for the delayed gam ma.

For a nuc lide that is created due to the rad ioactive decay product of one or more of its
precursors, the emission-time sampling must refl ect the decay of each of lts precursors.
From Eq.(24), the integral in Eq.(62) can be approximated using the trapezoid al ru le in
terms of ti me-dependent atom densities at times
and evaluating the normalizatio n condition

t

T he parent species in a decay chain.
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and lj. Using these atom den ities,
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(64)

for C;." yields the time-CDF expression

)S

'b.l
( N 1.), I-+N,-)
~
J
,n
/.'/,11

~ D-L

':::" JS/..n

)=1

(65)

=-"--)--------=r.
,

~

b.l (N,.
J

I _

1.)- ,II

+ N, . _)
/ ../,11

) -= 1

The requisite atom-density data for Eq.(65 ) are calculated by CINDER'9 0 at a set of J
times . Equatio n (65) is evaluated for a given random number by tabl e looku p (i. e. ,
stepping in the tim e index) until the expression at j -1 and} bounds r). A second
rand om nu mber is then tossed to randomly select the emission time between times
and

t) .

t)_1

Thus, for a non-princip al nuclide, the em ission time is approximated in a time

interval.

4.4.

Mixed multigroup and line sampling.

Finally, consid ration is given to the case in which a mixture of multigroup and line data
ex ists. The source is thus

s = Sl<./ + SL (gammas/fission).

(66)

4.4.1. Emission-energy sampling.

The energy-, ti me-, and nuclide-dependent chi is
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A I:II;r,1I

S~~I (E t) + s!. (E t)
(E , t ) == " " ,
I:n'

(67)

S

T he energy- and time-dependent chi is obtained by summing over all mu ltigroup and line
nuclides as

(68)

B y Eqs. (8), (47), and (66), the integral OfZ,\4L(E,t) over all time and nergy is mity. If
finite li m its in time and energy are used fo r the integral ofEq. (68), then the CDF in time

(t J ) and energy ( E K for multigroup and E i< for lines) is obtained as
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Breaking the integrals in time and energy into intervals using Eqs, (23) and (52), and
rearranging the summation order gives
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The difference in energy boundaries in Eg. (70) for the multigroup and line co mponents
must be reco nci led [o r computational eval uation. Breaking the m ultigroup contri bution
into pieces such that its energy boundaries coincide with the energies of the lines a ffi ets
the reconci liation. Thus,

(71)

s

:::: ~II~S

is th CDF fo r delayed-gamma emission-energy sampling for a set of nucli des

where the em ission spectra are ch aracteri zed by a combination o f m ultigroup and line
data. T his CDF is forme d by including the gamma rays emitted b y each fission product
created by a fissi on event, along with each of its associated radi oactive decay products.
The CDF incl udes rad ionuclides where the emission-spectra data are either multigroup or
line.

For c mpu tational application, consider a model in which some of the radi onuclides are
em itting photons in an energy range Ek_1 < E ~ Ek based on multi group emissionpr bab ility data, whereas other radionuclides are emitting photons in the identical energy
range via a line-emission characterization. It is evident that the sampling process for this
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energy range will involve determining whether a part icular photon is emitted by the
multigroup or line set of radionuclides. If the emission is based on multigroup data, then
the emission energy is rando mly selected in bin k because the photons can be emitted at
any energy withi n a bin. Ifit is determined that a line-set radionuclide is the emitter, then
the specific energy of the line closest to the randomly generated energy is selected (using

FIND_GAMMAL) because the photons are emitted only at discrete energi es.

Note how the desired limits are obtained if the data comprise either all multi group or line
data. This expression shows precisely how to calculate this CDF-the contribution for
lin data is obtai ned in the maimer used for multigroup data, with the addi tion of a loop
on k to sum the contribution of all lines within energy bin k. The sum in the energy-bin
variable k is evaluated to KS :; K , which is the discretized approxi mation to the integral
in energy fro m zero to energy Ek ·

4.4.2. Emission-time sampling.

For a fi ssion or resi dual event, if multigroup emission is selected, then Eq.(45) is used to
sample the em ission time. If line emission is selected, then either Eq. (63) (pri ncipal
resid ual) or Eq.(65) (decay-chain nucl ide) is used.

4.4.3. Number of deJayed gammas emitted.
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The num ber of delayed gammas emitted per fi ssion event is determi ned by randomly
sampl ing U1e total number of delayed gammas calculated by Eq . (66). T his number can
ran g fro m zero to the integer value of S.

4.5.

Computational sampling.

The devel opment presented in Sections 4.2--4.4 is reviewed in th is section for deployment
as a practical computing algorithm in MCNPX. This discussion includes some of the
issues associated wi th co mpetition between storage and execution issues and presents
some techniques that have been developed to manage these issues. Additionall y, the
algorithmic recipe used in MCNPX is described.

4.5.1. Practical computational sampling.

In princip le, the sampli ng pro cesses detailed in Sections 4.2--4.4 can be performed for all
radionucl ides us ing a large numb er of integration times and the exact energies o f the
emission lines so as to obtain high-fidelity emission as a functi on of time and energy .
How ver, such fi del ity comes at a price due to several key fac tors, includ ing (1 ) the
calculation of ato m densities, (2) the quantity of em ission data, (3) the calc ulati n of the
CDFs, and (4) storage limitations.

The CDFs are fonned at a series of discrete times. The requi red atom densities m ust be
calculated using CfNDER ' 90 at each desired emission time . Our testing has led us to use
a set of approximately 100 time val ues, ranging from 1 xl 0- 7 to 10 9 s. The values provide
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a reasonable coverage of the bulk of emission times of mterest for a variety of
applications. t

The CDFs are fOlmed for a series of discrete energies or energy bins. As noted in Table
1, there are over 28 0,000 emission data for 979 nuclides. All other nuclides are treated
using 25-group data. The CDFs are form ed for pairs of fission products (o r for individual
residual nuclides) and thei r decay pro geny. Some radioacti ve species have few emission
data, whereas others can have hundreds of such data. Consequently, there can be tens to
thousands of em ission energies associated with each CDF. The quantity of emiss ion data
causes time-consuming and storage-intensi ve operations.

The CDF given by Eq.(71) contains nested sums involv ing time, energy, and nuclide
indices. The act of calculating these sums for each fission or activation event is in itself
time consumi ng.

These factors cause execution and storage penal ties . As such, the code user may desire to
execute lower-fi de lity results wherein only port ions of data are treated, or they are treated
in a coarse manner. Alternati vely, a user may wish to execute high-fidelity simulati ons,
but enco unter storage issues that can arise even though many modem computing systems
hav 1 OB or more of RAM.

t At present, these data are " hard-wired" into the code in the "d" arra y in subroutine

may be implemented to e nable the user to specify values.
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Competing with the storage-limitation issue are the relatively ti me consum ing
CINDER ' 90 calcu lati ons (for atom densities) and the CDF-creation calculations. It is
essential that repetitive calculations are minimi zed or eliminated by stori ng and reusing

cnp data whenever dynamically allocatable memory is available.

The gTeatest storage demand (by far) for the delayed-gamma MCNPX fe ature is
associated with the source values St~s,KS and S/lS,KS given in Eqs. (34) and (5 8) fo r
multigroup and line data, respec tively. In principle, these values can (and shou ld) be
calculated once for each fis sion product i because a particul ar fission pro duct and its
decay products wi ll be invariant as a fu nction of fi ssion event. E ach such calcul ation
includes a call to CINDER '90 for the requisite data. The Si'~S.KS and SILlS is can then be
saved for reuse, thereby eliminating repeti ti ve (expensive) calls to CIN DER'90 and the
recalcul ation of these values. Indeed, in M CNPX, these val ues are stored in arrays named
gg2 and gg2_1.

The difficulty with this strategy is the array-storage demands. As the subscripts for these
sources indicate, these arrays involve the number of species, the number of delay times,
and the number of energies. Ifwe refer to Eqs. (34) and (58), the energy index depends
on the number o f emission energies for a fission product plus those for all o f its decay
prod ucts. Typical values for three indices are thus thousands, tens to hundreds, and tens
to thousands, respectively.
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In an attempt to satisfy the competi ng storage and execution-speed constrai nts, several
contro l techniques have been developed. These techniques revolve around the use and
treatment of line data.

One such technique involves evaluating the CDF energy integrals using either binwise or
line-by-line treatments. Bi nwise integration involves the use of integration limits that
coincide with the 25-group c inder. dat structure. T he line-data CDF integral is thus
calculated by lumping all lines into the multigroup energy structure. Simulation tes ts
suggest that the defau lt energy integration scheme provides reliable coarse- fid elity resu lts
(s ee the results for the Fisher and Engle experiment presented in Section 2.1 of Part II)
w ith reasonable/reduced computing ti mes, and is deployable on personal computers.

High- fid elity delayed-gamma emission spectra can be calculated using line-by-line
("exact") integration. The integration li mj ts (for the lines and multigro up data) are taken
to be either the midpoint energies between adjacent lines, or a multigroup boundary. As
such, for exact integrati on, the integration limits are dependent upon the fissi on-prod uct
pai rs that are sampled for each fission event. This contrasts with binw ise integratior:,
w herein the 25-group energy structure is used for all fission- product CDFs. Thus, for
example, for bi nary fiss ion the energy CDFs depend on line-emission energies of all
nuclides for the fiss ion-product pair rather than a fi xed bin structure. The gg2 and gg2_1
storage is thus done based on fission- product pairs for exact integration rather than
individual fis si on products for binwise integration.
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Exact int egration feature is practical-from both storage and execution time
perspectives

only if a few hundred emission lines are treated for each fissi on or

resid ual-n ucli de event. Our testing indicates that approximately 350 lines can he
comfort ably accom modated on PCs with I MByte of RAM.

As a second control option, a threshold factor, gsthresh, can be used to elim inate the
"weakest" emission lines as the line data from cindergl.dat are processed during
calculation ini tialization. This factor causes the elimination of all lines that are less than
the fa ctor gsthresh of the maximum line for an isotope; e.g., the val ue 5 would el iminate
those lines that are <5% of the strength of the largest line on an isotope-by-isotopc bas is.

By eli minating weak lines for fissioning nuclides, our testing indicates that the num ber of
emission lincs reduced from thousands to fewer than 350 for fission events. However. [or
exact integrati on, gg2 and gg2_1 data can be stored for only the top few hundred fi ssionproduc t pairs (on many modem computing platforms). Thus, gg2 and gg2_1 data for
infrequent ly samp led fission-product pairs must be repeatedly calculated. Co mputational
lests indicate that this strategy is highly viable because (1) execution time is reduced by
95% when the top fi ss ion-product-pair strategy is used to calculate (once) and reuse gg2
and gg2J data versus calculations wherein gg2 and gg2_1 are recalculated for each
fission, and (2) line-by-line integration calculations can be executed using personal
computers (not limited to larger platforms).
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To illustrate, an MCNPX simu lation made with a 25-group treatment of delayed gammas
can r q uire approximately 4 times more ex ecution tim e than a simulation witho ut de layed
gammas. A simulation made usi ng line data can require more than 10 times as much
executi on ti me than the no-delayed-particle calcul atio n. Execution of a line-data
si mulation can be redu ced by 50% us ing the gsthresh fact or to eliminate the weakest 5%
o f the lines . As would be expected, execution times are mode l dependent, and can vary
from m inutes for 25-group models WIth approximately one mi llion source histori es on a
3-GHz, single-p rocessor platform to days for high-fidelity li ne data models with ultrafine energy binni ng executed with bi lli ons of source histories on clusters. To form CDFs
storing info rmation for all em ission lines, perhaps a fifty- fo ld increase in RAM is
nec ssary for commonly availab le computers (i .e., ~50 Gbyte). However, th is is
dependent on the number of line data and the desired fideli ty.

4.5.2. Sampling recipe.

Dela ed -gamma emission in MCNPX is performed according to the follow ing recipe.

I.

Sample the target and fi ssion products or residual nuclides in COLIDN,
ACE COL, INTERACT, CrD (see Figs. la and 1b in the Appendix).

2.

For each fission event, create CDF data llsing subrouti nes called by CID (see
Figs. la and 1b in the Ap pendix). Store the CDP values in a look-up table.

3.

Sample the number of delayed gam mas to be emitted in DNG_MODEL. T his
process is random, with the number of emitted gammas ranging from zero to

• In practice, memory limitations (for the "gg2_1" array) dictate that table look-up is limited to the most
frequentl y sampled fission products. CDFs for lesser sampled fission products are recalculated as needed.
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the integer value of the S given by Eq. (66), or nj = int(S + r), where / is a
ran dom number on [0,1 ). t Then, for each delayed gamma to be emi tted, the
following steps are executed:

4

Randomly select the energy range of emission using Eq. (71) and searching
unti l r < 2~/~Sj(S so that the emission energy index is k = KS

5

.: :

Determ ine whether multi group or line emission occurs accordin g to whether
Y

~ ML-M/ (~ML-M
~ML-L) Ifth'
< =-J,KS
=- j,KS + ::"J,KS'
IS con d't"
I Ion IS true, th en mu It'IgrOUp

emission occurs; otherwise, line emission results.

6.

Determ ine emission energy. I f multigroup emission occurs, sample the
emission energy randomly in the energy interval so that

Eell/i' = Ek _ 1 + r x (Ek - Ek _ I ) , where the Ek are the energy bin li m its for this
CDF. For line em ission via exact integration, the energy index fTom step 4
determ ines the emission line and FIND GAMMAL is called to determine t he
identity of the emitting nuclide .

• A different random number r is used for each step in this recipe.
i T his algorithm differs from that used for delayed-neutron sampling. For neutrons, the delayed and total
number of neutrons created by a fission event is available from ACE library data Cdn" and " tn"). T hus,
sampling can be done using a normalized CDF, i.e., for each i=1,nt where nt=tn+r, if r :::; dnltn, the n'
delayed neutron is sampled; otherwise, a prompt neutron is sampled. For gammas, the total number
(prompt and delayed) of ganunas created by a fission event is not available; thus, the sampling of delayed
ga mmas is done without a normalized CDF involving the total number of gammas (" tg").
i' He re and for the other sampling types, FORTRAN accommodation is made for the first and subsequent
bins so that the proper bin limits are observed.
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7.

Detennine emission time. For line em ission involving a principal nuclide,
sampli ng is done analytically using Eq.(63). Table look up is done fo r either
multigroup or non-principal-nuclide emission. If multi group em ission occurs,
the sample aee rding to Eq.(45), searching until r < S':/s.K . Sam pling fo r line
emission involving a non-principal nuclide is done using Eq.(65) amI findi ng

r < Sf~L" The delay time for table lookup is
the

tj

td

= t JS - 1 + f' X (tiS

-tJS- I) '

w here

are the integration-bin boundaries. The emission time is then calculated

as th e time at which the fission event occurred plus the emission-delay time:

8.

Determine emission direction. Randomly sample isotro pic emi ssion.

9.

Once these steps are completed, these emission data ar passed fro m the
interface routine back to MCNPX, whereupo n the actual process of the
de layed- gamma transport is done . Once a delayed gam ma is transpo11ed,
contro Lis returned to the interface routine. The emission-datagenerati on/transport process is repeated for each of the remaining delayed
gammas that are emi tted for this fission event.

10. After all delayed gammas are transported for a fis sion event,. control is

returned to MCNPX .

4.5.3. Analog versus nonanalog sampling.
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At present, capabil ity has been developed for analog sampling of delayed-gamma
emission. Depending on the application and user need, the inabil ity to perfonn nonanalog
(variance reduction) sampling may result in the need for increased execution time in
order to develop stati stically reliable results.

4.6.

Continuous-data integration scheme.

The continuous emission data are pointwise differenti al data given at 10-keV intervals .
To obtai n consistency with the discrete (integral) data, the continuous data are integrated
over energy. The intra-bin behavior is presumed to vary linearly as a fun ctio n of energy.
The resulting integration scheme mi rrors that discussed in Eq. (24).

4.7.

Isotopelline identification scheme.

Capability has been impl emented in MCNPX to associate the del ayed gammas created
via line emissi on with their emitting rad ionuclide. This identi fi cation is mai ntained
throughout transport, includ ing inelastic scatter. Consequently, each line-emission photon
can be used to identify its source, pro vided that the photon is tallied.

5.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

A maj or software development effort has been undertaken to provide MCNPX w ith new
capabil ity to automate the calculation of delayed-gamma emission spectra at discrete
(line) energies fo r radioactive species created by neutron-induced fis sion and by
activation (simple-multi-paI1icle) reactions involving neutron absorption. This signature-
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generation cap ab ility is fully time dependent, with the CINDER '90 iso topic
transm utati on code supplying isotop ic concentrations for 3400 fi ssion products.
CINTI ER ' 90 is in terfaced with MCNPX, allowing for seamless, streamlined execution
wi thout the need fo r th e creation and m anipUlation of interface files. ENDFfB-V I
e valuated line-em ission data are supp lied for 979 radionuclides; 25-group data are used
for the balance of the 3400 nucl ides.

T he nuclide p hoton line-emission spectral data have been aggregated into a new file :
cind ergl. J at. T hese data include the gam ma and x-ray data. consisting 0 [24000 di screte
and 258000 co ntinuous values, contained in the files maintai ned b y LA)l'L G roup T-16 at
http ://t2 ,Janl.gov/data/decayd.html as extracted from the EN D /B-VI evaluation, A new
input routine has been created to input these data into M CNPX. Dynamically allocatable
sto rage is used, w hich will simpl ify the incorporation and use of data for additi nal
nuc lides ob tained from future eval uations,

T he new delayed-gam ma capabi li ty is a Monte Carlo technique. Thus, it involves the
creati o n and sam pling of CD Fs for the fissi on products or residual nucli des, the number
of d elayed gammas produced for an event, and the energy, time, and directi on of
emISSIOn.

or lower energ ies, fission products are d etermined (samp led) for using fission- yield data
for thermal, fi ssion-spectrum (fast), and high-energy (>14 MeV) source-neutron energi s,
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Interactions for neutrons having energies in excess of20 M eV are calc ulated using
LABET, which is also an integral piece of MCNPX, to prod uce a li st of residual nuclides.

For each fissio n or activation event, time-dependent concentrations for decay-chain
nuclides are calculated by CINDER' 90 using the sampl ed fission products . Non-fission
neutron-induced transmutation wit h mass conservation is not treated in the current
upgrade . As such, this upgrade is most relevant for "fixed-so urce" modeling ofpu lsed or
low-flux systems. Future effo rt is needed to treat time-dependent material behavior for
prolonged-exposure or high-flux systems; i.e., linking the delayed-gamm a and " burn"
(Fensin t al., 2006) capabilities.

Delayed-gam ma calculations may be executed using either multi grolJp or line/multi group
data.'i Multigroup execution can suffice for lower-fi delit y studies, whereas high-fi delity
investi gations require line/multigroup execution.

For line/multigroup execution, the lack of line data for all 3400 nuclides treated by
CfNDER'90 means that the new capability has to accommodate the Iine/multigroup data
mixture. This accommodation has included the derivation and coding of hybrid CDFs
which treat both line and multigroup compo nents for all radionucl ides prod uced by a
fissio n or activation event (i .e., the fi ssion products residuals and their radioactive decay
products).

Where " line -data" execution connotes the use of the 979-nuclIde dataset, with the balance of the nuclides
treall:d usin g mUltigroup data,

t
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Mu ltigroup execution is done using binwise integration for CDF evaluatio n.
Line/multigroup exec ution is do ne using bi nw ise or line-by-li ne integration for COF
evaluation. Binwise integration uses the 25-group cinder. dat gamma stm cture and, for
line/multi grollp execution, lumps line data into the multi group bins . T he line-by-Jine
(exact) scheme integrates the line data exactly for each fission event, while
simultaneously breaking the multigroup data into a corresponding number of energy bins.

Care is taken to minimize or eliminate redundant CINDER'90 execution so as to speed
the time-conswning calculations. Furthermore, when adequate storag is available (whi ch
is the case on modem personal computers having a minimum of several megabytes of
RAM), CDF data are calcul ated for the first instance in which each fi ssion- product is
sampled. These data are stored for reuse in subsequent fi ssion events producing
previously sampled fi ssion products. Issues involving CINDER ' 90 exec ution and COF
storage are handled internally by MCNPX, and are transparent to the user.

Importantly, the delayed-gamma feature has been developed in a manner that req uires
only a m inor adjustment to the MCNPX user interface (i.e., the input deck). The user
need onl y supply the customary (i. e., for models excluding delayed gammas) geometry,
materials, inhomogeneous neutro n and/or photon source(s) (i. e., the " sdef' card), and the
cross-section-library specifications. A single entry on the "phys:p" card is all that is
required to initiate delayed-gamma cal culations. The standard time component structure
of the tallies remains unchanged- times on the order of seconds can be entered on tally
cards to obtain time-dependent delayed-gamma tallies.
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MCNPX has the capability to identify each line in an em ission spectra in t nns of the
nuclide(s) producing the line via tagging (McKinney, 2008). T his line-nuclide associati on
is maintained througho ut transport. As is discussed in Part II, calculations have been
executed to veri fy MCNPX line-identification functi onality for the cindergl. dat data and
to val id ate capability us ing measured data (Beddingfield and Cecil, 1998). However
identificatio n correctness is also predicated on the validity o[the ENDF/B-VI
experimental data, the acquisition of which is a labOlio us process (Tipnis et al. , 1998).
Inso far as the cindergJ.dat line data are valid, calculated M CNPX line identifi cation is
valid .

The user may specify neutron andlor photon sources (using the MCNPX "sdef' ard) in
the same manner as wou ld be stipulated for simulations that exclude the delayed-gamma
feature. Thus, if desired, simple to exotic source dependencies involving particle type,
energy, space, direction, andlor time could be used to investigate the resulting fi ssionindue d delayed si gnatures.

MCNPX is not a static code-its developers are constantly creating and up grading
features, and this is the case for the delayed-gamma capability. As is discllss d in this
paper, add itional upgrades are either underway or planned that wi ll further extend the
MCNPX delayed-gamma capability. More notable upgrades incl ude the creation and use
of new photon-indue d nuclear-reaction cross sections, new photofiss ion yields (Durkee
et al., 2009), activation reaction-based de layed-gamma emission using non-analog
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capture, biased delayed-gamma emission, the introduction of a new inp ut card that will
I

contai n execution controls, and the use o f new de layed-neutron spectral-emi ssion data
( La bring the model calculation of delayed-neutron emission into accordance with the

delayed-gamma emission technique).

Although the fOCllS of this paper is on delayed-gamma p rod uction due to neutron-induced
reactions, we should mention that the inclusio n of the high-energy LAHET packag in
MCNPX enables the study of de layed-gamma emission ari sing fro m interaction of other
types of high-en ergy particles with matter (Waters et aI., 2008). LABET prod uces
residu al nuclides for reactions involving the 34 types of source particles treated by
MCNPX, which appreciably broadens the scope of problems for which delayed-gamma
si gn ature analysis can be conducted.

The new delayed-gamma simulation fe ature is powerful. It is capable of providing either
low- or high-fid elity delayed-gamma signatures. In principle, execution is simplerequi ri ng on ly a single entry on the MCNPX phys:p card in order to activate the feature .
However, as is the case w ith all Monte Carlo tools, it is important that the user be
mi ndful o f the need to exercise care in its use. It is important to be aware that model
setup and execut ion impacts the sampling of relevant quantities, includi ng target nuclei ,

Ifis sion prod ucts or residual nuclides and their decay progeny, and d

layed-gamma

I

quantity, em ission energy, time, and direction. Indeed, whereas many types of MCNPX
simulations invo lve static isotopic quantities, the time-dependent behav ior of the decayI

Ichain atom densities for delayed-gamma simulations impacts simulation res ults in a time-
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dependent mann er. T ally makeup and results shoul d thus be cons idered carefu lly. Tally
adequacy is measured by the tally relative uncertainty and ten statistical checks . Because
the de layed-gamma feat ure can require substantial execution time (hours to days on
clusters), we recommend that initial simulations be done using simp lified models with
rel ativel y coarse tally bins to assess results as a prerequisite for detai led modeli ng. We
suggest that new simulation effo rts initially exclude the use of models containing
hyperfi ne tally bins in energy, time, or other parameters so as to avoid potentially poor or
confusi ng results. Information gained from coarse-structure tallies can then be used to
meani ngfu lly implement fi ne-structure models.

Validation calculations are presented in Part II. The models are based on experiments
perfo rmed by Fisher and Engle (1964) and Bedd ingfield and Cecil (1998 ) for neutroninduced fi ssio n. An activation result is also presented.

The reader should consult Part III for the presentation of a transport-theory fo rm ulation
that we give as a means of conveying a succinct encapsulation of the relevant physics for
the delayed-gamma feature . This presentation is a useful augmentation to the Monte
Carlo fonnu lation contained in Part 1.
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APPENDIX

A block di agram is given in Fig,l a to help illustrate the basic MCNPX code flow for
neutron-induced fi ssion production of delayed gammas and neutro ns. Blocks shown in
blue are ex isting higher-level routi nes. Yellow and brown blocks are low- and hi ghenergy routines fo r calculating neutron interactions with a nucleus . Red blocks relate to
CINDER' 90, including data and CDF calculation. Green blocks represent the de layed gamma emission routines. The comments w ithin each block are lim ited to the bri fest
possible functionality concepts relevant to delayed-gamma (and neutron) emission .

Figure la shows that the calculation begins in MAIN with problem input. IMC\\' is then
called fo r m ultitasking and mu ltiprocessing setup, the in pu t of delayed-particle data in

LIB PREP (multigroup) and LIBGAMMA_LINES, and particle-transport initializati on
and coordination of outpu t; TRNSPT is called for particle transport; and HSTORY is

called for cross-sectio n generation and coordinatio n of parti cle track ing. Subro ut ine

COLIDN treats source neutron transport, call ing ACECOL for sub-20-MeV
interactions, and callLng INTRCT and INTERACT fo r high-energy interactions.

DNG_MODEL is called by COLIDN fo r each fission event; DNG_MODEL does the
delayed-particle em ission (particle type and number, energy, time, and direction).

CINDER_INTERFACE_DELAYEDNG (CID) serves as the MCNPX!CINDER ' 90
interfacing routine. CDF infonn ation is assembled in CID using data [Tom CINDER ' 90
for use in DNG MODEL.
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Figure Ib shows code flow inside of CID. CID calls CID_SAMPFI for each fi ssion
product or resid ual nuclide. CID_SAMPFI calls CINDER '90 and uses the timedependent atom densi ties to calculate the multigro up andlor line CDP components (gg2,
gg2_1, Eqs.(34) and (58) , and dgval, dgval_l, Eqs.(31 ) and (55) , as well as to store the
emi ssion energies (espkgl_cdf) and the nucli de-association data for this CDF. For exact
integration invo lving a pair of fission products, GETFPPAIR_ID is called to obtain the
matri x-storage ident ity informatio n that is used to store CDF info rm ation according to
fission-product pai rs . Memory permitting « 350 emission energies for a fi ssion-prod uct
chain), these data are stored for reuse Cfpc arrays) so that sampling of the same fission
prod uct for subseq uent fi ssions will avoid calls to CID_SAMPFI and CINDER' 90. If a
fis sion product has a lengthy chain, these data are recalc ulated by CID _ SAMPFI for
subsequent fiss ions. On return fro m CID _ SAMPF1, the line data for the fission products
or residual nuclides are sorted using SORT_THREE_IDARRAYS and then loaded

CJpc arrays) in LOAD_LIN ES_THISFPC.

Once all fi ssion-event CDF energies are loaded, SORT_THREE_ IDARRAYS is called
to sort the CDF lines in order of increasing energy and to rearrange two emissionidentification arrays concurrently to enable the tagging of each line-emission delayed
gamma. The line data for both fission products or all residual nuclides are then assembled
in LOAD _LINES_THISCDF. Next, C ID _S AMPF2 calculates the total number of
delayed gammas emitted as a function of time for multigroup and line data (totg, totg_l)
as well as the delayed-neutron data (totn). Finally, CID_SAMPF3 makes the multigroup
and line components of the CDFs (cdfge,cdfge_l, Eqs.(43), (61), and (7 1).
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The CDF data are returned to DNG_MODEL for use in delayed-gamma emission. The
number of delayed gammas is sampled, followed by energy-emission sampling. The
energy sampling accounts for multigroup and line-emission components. Ifline emission
occurs, randomly sampled emission energy is sent with the CDF emission-energy array to
FIND_ GAMMAL, where the appropriate em ission line energy is obtained. This

emission process is repeated for each delayed gamma emitted for a fission or simplemulti·particle event.

ACECOL
Sample '_nergy" In ellis tic colfision energY,dl"ection,prompl·particleli.
DNG.MODEL(nftag=l) for dela~d partides from fistion $III'I1pllng.

~
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Figure 1a. General MCNPX code flow for neutron-induced delayed neutron/gamma
creation.
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Figure lb. Primary MCNPX delayed-gamma subroutines.

Routines LIBGAMMA- LINES, CID,

cm- SAMPFl,' cm- SAMPF2, cm-

GETFPPAlR_ID, and SORT_THREE_IDARRAYS are included in a Fortran 90
module named CINDER. Subroutine DNG MODEL is external to the module to
interface conveniently with other portions of MCNPX. Including CINDER'90 and
comments, the upgrade consists of approximately 20,000 lines of Fortran 90.
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LIST OF TABLE CAPTIONS

Table] . Line-data composition for 979-radionuclide delayed-gamma dataset
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LIST OF FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fi gure 1a. M NPX general code flow for neutron-induced delayed neutron/gamma
creation.

Figure 1b. Pri mary MCNPX delayed-gamma subroutines.
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